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Re/Insurance industry: ‘Change is here’

Persisting low yield and
capital inflow

Increasing risk complexity
and wealth of data

Changing Re/insurance
value chain and
cost sensitivity

Changing client &
protection needs
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Significant growth of capacity provided
in the reinsurance sector
15+ years ago:

USD ~150bn reinsurance market

Today:

What it means for our industry

USD ~400bn reinsurance market



We operate in an industry that
features attractive exposure
growth above GDP (6% CAGR
since 1994)



Scale, efficiency and risk
knowledge have become more
important



Persisting low yield environment
leads to capital inflow in search
of attractive returns and
diversification



Parts of our industry feature very
low barriers to entry



Customer needs evolving aided
by technology advancements

Illustrative retrospective example; Source: SRI, company publications
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Technology advancements
change the way of insurance
Simplified value chain for illustration purposes
Product
design

Better design
of products,
combined with
integration of
risk prevention
and other addon services

Point of sale

Embedded
products as a
new sales
paradigm

Telematics,
On-boarding
internet-of-things through seamless
access platform

Risk
selection
Pricing

What it means for Swiss Re
Backend
operations &
Claims

Big Data and
new algorithms
allowing much
more granular
risk selection
and pricing

Process
automation a
key lever for
cost savings

Usage based and
personalised
pricing

Automated claims,
self-service apps
for customers



Our focus is on improving our business
through technology



We develop solutions for our clients to
secure access to risk pools in all lines of
business and strategic partnerships



Innovative solutions, new skills, joint
efforts and building awareness are key to
address basic human needs and to
narrow the protection gap
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Swiss Re leverages technology to more
efficiently serve our clients
Simplified underwriting process

Digitisation benefits

Streamlined underwriting
approach (P&C)
% of deals renewed with
simplified approach

Share of total P&C claims
submissions processed
automatically
28%
23%

UW process

30%
2016

17%
12%

52%
2%
2019

• Underwriting with faster
turnaround times by streamlining
our underwriting processes for
P&C Treaty

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

By simplifying processes,
without compromising quality,
we can focus on higher valueadd deals and client services

• Increased share of fully digitised
and automated claims
• Improved client experience
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Risk knowledge is key to perform in
a fast-changing environment
Models underestimated perils for large Nat Cat events
Examples of Nat Cat events where the industry was surprised by
higher losses:

Thai Floods
Christchurch EQ
Tohoku EQ

Hurricane
Sandy

2005

2011

Levee failure,
wind vs surge
claims,
commercial
occupancy
vulnerability

Unmodelled
exposure/BI,
tsunami,
liquefaction,
claims
inflation

Hurricane
Katrina

Hurricanes HIM
California
Wildfires

Typhoon Jebi
California
Wildfires

2012

2017

2018

Storm surge,
wind vs surge
claims,
Fire following
hurricane

Harvey
flooding,
severance of
wildfires

Severance of
Wildfires
Jebi’s loss
development

Swiss Re is advancing on…



Forward Looking Modelling
Move beyond history through early
identification, quantification and timely
reaction to trends



Accumulation & Portfolio Steering
Understand impact of liability large
events on market and portfolios, manage
accumulation and steer capacity



Data Analytics
Combined assurance & data sciences
lead to more accurate determination of
risks
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The changing risk landscape underpins the
need for effective protection
USD 14 billion
by 2022
The penetration of
cyber insurance is
estimated at less
than 30% in the US1

Expansion of
digital & cyber risk

Economic losses from
natural catastrophes
amounted to ~USD200
billion in average for the last
10 years2

Prominence of
Environmental risks

Asia-Pacific is
expected to count for
42% of global
premiums
by 20293

Growing middle class
in HGM

What it means for our industry



Cybersecurity risks are growing, and so
are secondary perils: new opportunities
in a complex risk landscape



Environmental risks have grown in
prominence in recent years as evidenced
by large Nat Cat events: increasing need
for protection



Pivot to the East, driven by a fastgrowing middle class and industry:
representation in HGM to support local
customers



Changing risk landscape creates
opportunities but also highlights the
need for effective protection

Source: 1Securityweek; 2,3 sigma estimates
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The need for protection is further evidenced by
the growing protection gap
Natural catastrophe losses 1970 – 2018
(in USD billions)

500
450
400

›
›

Economic losses from natural catastrophes amounted
to ~USD200 billion in average for the last 10 years
50% of the economic losses in 2018 are uninsured1

Protection gap examples



Americas
In Mexico 69% of vehicles are without
motor insurance



EMEA
Europe: Since 1970 only 4% of
Earthquake losses of over USD 130
billion were insured



ASIA
Southeast Asia: 97% of typhoon losses
in the Philippines were not insured

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015
Insured losses

1Source:

Uninsured losses

Insurance industry needs to rethink access
to affordable, relevant and effective risk
management and insurance safety nets

sigma estimates
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We partner with our clients and provide innovative
solutions tailored to their needs
Parametric
solutions make
insurance more
accessible,
affordable and
provide immediate
payouts

Portfolio insights
from tailored P&C
analytics for steering
and growth

Our
solutions

Value for
our insurance clients

• “Shake vouchers” provide quick cash
after an earthquake for insureds to cover
incidental losses and expenses
• “Loss of income” covers combine
business interruption and
supplemental loss covers

• Innovative retail solutions that allow for
simple, fast-purchasing and optimised
pay out processes
• Swift economic relief to policyholders

• State-of-the-art data science offerings
• Extensive risk knowledge and profound
industry expertise, brought to our clients

• Tangible, data-driven business insights
that help clients grow their business,
increase profitability and enhance
efficiency
• Comprehensive market analytics,
detailed insights into loss drivers

Examples from our Solutions offering
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Research & Development:
the Foundation of Swiss
Re's Risk Knowledge and
Capital Allocation
Edi Schmid –
Chairman Swiss Re Institute and Group CUO

R&D is essential for adding
value to our clients
Focus of R&D in underwriting
Property

Nat cat perils
Climate change
Cyber

Critical illness
Morbidity trends

Economic
Research

Strategic Macro-Economic Insights

Data and
Technology

Machine intelligence

Differentiating services

Lapse trends

Strategy and business plans

Health

Mortality trends

Risk selection

Life

Credit default probabilities

Liability Risk Drivers – our forward
looking approach to assess risk

Capital allocation

Specialty

Economic, legal, political, changes

Forward-looking view

Casualty

Risk selection through our
proprietary nat cat toolbox

Exploratory Research
Target Liability Portfolio
Cycle management
Economic outlook and scenarios

Insurance Market Knowledge

Digital supply
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Key P&C Risk Challenges

Social Inflation

Climate change

Rising complexity of
underlying risk

Trade conflicts

Pollution

Modelling trends in the
industry
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How the Swiss Re Institute R&D tackles the current
market challenges in US Liability

Large US Jury
Verdicts

Market Challenge

SRI Response

Median of top 50 US verdicts
for bodily injury doubled
from 2014 to 2018

Develop superior
understanding of the drivers
underlying social inflation and
the impact thereof

Increase in “pile on litigation”
Public sentiment of distrust for
large corporations

Reflect trends and learnings in
our risk assessment and
portfolio steering actions
Focus on Large Corporates

Large corporations are
particularly exposed
to large US jury verdicts

Large
Corporates

Systematic tracking of large
corporate exposures

Increase in the frequency of
large losses

Managing the accumulation of
large corporate risks across
treaties and cedents

Influx of new insurance
capacity resulting in long-term
price deterioration

More detailed understanding of
the profitability of different
types of corporations
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Challenges and trends in natural catastrophe risk assessment

Climate
Change

“Secondary”
Perils

Complex Large
Loss Events

Nat Cat Modeling
Infrastructure

• Attribution studies
indicate impacts already
being observed
• Varying degree of
confidence in
frequency/severity
projections by peril

• Accounted for more than
half of the total nat cat
insured losses in
2017/2018
• Difficult to model due to
highly localised nature
and changing risk
landscape

• Claims/social inflation
and demand surge
observed following major
events such as Typhoon
Jebi and Hurricane Irma
not well captured in nat
cat models
• Further complexities
arising from clustering of
events impacting same
region and evolving legal,
regulatory, and social
environment

• Industry moving towards
open data formats and
open source modeling
(e.g. OASIS)
• Higher interoperability
will lead to increased
efficiency and choice in
nat cat insurance value
chain
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Swiss Re Institute launched the new Resilience Indices and sigma
New benchmark indices for our industry

Resilience: The ability to minimise losses after a shock event
SRI-LSE Macro Resilience Index

SRI Insurance Resilience Indices

Tracks the ability of economies to withstand
shock events over time

Measures the contribution of insurance to the financial
stability of households and organisations

Macro Buffer, structural
components

Nat cat

10 Years after the global financial crisis:
The world is less resilient

Mortality

Health

The Insurance Resilience Index has improved,
but protection gaps remain huge

SRI-LSE Macro Resilience Index
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2007

2013

2018

Record high protection gaps of USD1.2 trillion
Closing gaps: positive for macro resilience
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Swiss Re’s view on price trends
Inflection point in the pricing cycle for non-life insurance reached in
2018, but rate improvements still differ significantly across lines of
business and regions and remain inadequate in many
Property
Mixed rate developments, but broadly higher for lossaffected accounts. Significant rate increases in Florida,
Japan and Chile cat accounts.

Casualty
Broadly stable rates. Increases observed for EMEA loss
affected treaties. Primary rates increase on North
America Excess Liability and US public D&O.

Specialty
Generally stable rates. Moderate improvements
observed in Aviation, but further increases expected.
Latin America and Continental Europe still lack a consistent positive upward movement.

Continue fostering technically sustainable rates,
to address the declined industry profitability
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Q&A
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Legal notice

©2019 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private
or internal purposes but note that any copyright or other proprietary notices
must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any modifications or
derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public
purposes, without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at
the date of the presentation and may change. Although the information used
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for
its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy
and completeness of the information or for any damage or loss resulting from
its use is expressly excluded.
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